AXIAL FLOW FAN TYPES AVAILABLE
Refer to the relevant sections for additional information on the fan types shown.

**Section A - Wall, Window & Ceiling Mounted Fans**
SQ/PF/EP - square plate axial fans
Refer to Wall, Window & Ceiling p A-16 for detailed construction information and ‘How to Order’ advice.

**Section B - Duct Mounted Fans**
AP/EA - direct drive axial fans, pad mounted motors
AF - direct drive axial fans, foot mounted motors
APB - belt drive axial fans
BFA - bifurcated axial fans
Refer to Duct Mounted p B-53 for detailed construction information and ‘How to Order’ advice.

**Section D - Roof Mounted Fans**
RDE - downflow exhaust
RVE - vertical exhaust
RDS - downflow supply unit
Refer to Roof Mounted p D-5 for detailed construction information and ‘How to Order’ advice.

RSS - smoke-spill exhaust
Refer to Roof Mounted p D-2 for detailed construction information and ‘How to Order’ advice.

**Example - How to Select Axial Fans**

**Dimensions**

**Component Weights**